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BOCHNER AND SCHOENBERG THEOREMS ON
SYMMETRIC SPACES IN THE COMPLEX CASE
PAR

PIOTR GRACZYK and JEAN-JACQUES LCEB (*)

RESUME. — Dans cet article, nous trouvons une caracterisation de la transformee
de Fourier spherique des mesures positives bornees K- invar iantes sur les espaces
symetriques riemanniens de type non-compact dans Ie cas complexe.
Ann de demontrer ce theoreme de Bochner dans Ie cas symetrique, nous utilisons les
methodes classiques de Panalyse harmonique sur les groupes de Lie semisimples ainsi
que quelques proprietes interessantes independamment des fonctions holomorphes liees
aux fonctions de type positif et la transformee de Fourier complexe.
Nous caracterisons aussi la transformee de Fourier spherique des mesures infiniment divisibles dans Ie cas symetrique complexe, ce qui correspond au theoreme de
Schoenberg dans Ie cas euclidien.
Dans la demonstration nous utilisons les formules de Levy-Kchinchine dans Ie cas
euclidien et symetrique.
ABSTRACT. — We find a characterization of the spherical Fourier transform of Kinvariant probability measures on Riemannian symmetric spaces of noncompact type
in the complex case. To do this we use some interesting properties of holomorphic
functions on an n-dimensional complex linear space connected with functions of
positive type and complex Fourier transform. We also characterize the spherical Fourier
transform of infinitely divisible measures in the symmetric complex case.

1. Introduction
I^-invariant probability measures on symmetric spaces of noncompact
type (for example on the space of positive definite symmetric or hermitian
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matrices) have been studied from different points of view (cf. [7], [8], [9],
[13], [14]). The main analytic tool of their study is the spherical Fourier
transform.
In this paper, we characterize the spherical Fourier transform of
^-invariant probability measures on a noncompact symmetric space
X = G / K with G a complex semisimple Lie group, that is we formulate
and prove the Bochner theorem in the complex symmetric non-compact
case. In the case of G compact, a characterization of the spherical Fourier transform of J^-invariant bounded positive measures was proposed by
BERG [1]. His characterization is also true for hyperbolic spaces, but it is
not quite satisfactory in this case — one considers the spherical Fourier
transform only for the positive definite spherical functions. In our paper,
we consider the spherical Fourier transform on its whole domain of definition and we characterize it in a different way, using a natural differential
operator on X and the classical notion of a positive definite function on
a Euclidean space.
To prove our Bochner theorem, we use the explicit form of the spherical
functions in the complex case. An important role is played by the holomorphy of the spherical Fourier transform on a tube. In the second part
of the paper, we give a characterization of the spherical Fourier transform
of infinitely divisible .^-invariant measures on X which corresponds to the
Schoenberg theorem in the Euclidean case. Besides holomorphy, we use
the Levy-Khinchine formulae for Euclidean and symmetric spaces.
The paper is organized as follows. After the preliminaries in section 2,
we prove in section 3 some properties of holomorphic functions on tubes
related to the functions of positive type and the complex Fourier transform
(THEOREM 1). We need this in the sequel, but these results are interesting
independently. Section 4 contains the main result of the paper — the Bochner theorem in the complex symmetric non-compact case (THEOREM 2). In
section 5, we deal with the example of the space SL(2, C)/ SU(2), giving a
modified proof of the THEOREM 2 in this case and presenting some concrete
conclusions. In section 6, we study the spherical Fourier transform of infinitely divisible K-invariant measures on X. This section contains the
Schoenberg theorem in the case of X irreducible (THEOREM 3) and some
other properties of functions of negative type in the symmetric sense.
Acknowledgement. — We wish to thank Jacques FARAUT for helpful
discussions and comments on the subject of this paper. We are also
grateful to the referee for his remarks.
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2. Spherical functions on complex symmetric spaces
Let G be a semisimple noncompact Lie group with finite center and K
a maximal compact subgroup of G. A probability measure fi on X == G/K
is called K-invariant if [i is invariant with respect to the action of K on X.
Then we write [i G M^{X). One may identify such measures with K-biinvariant measures on G.
A fundamental tool in investigating J^-invariant bounded measures
on X is the spherical Fourier transform, using spherical functions. We
recall some basic facts concerning the spherical functions and transforms
on symmetric spaces (see e.g. [10], [II], [14]).
A JC-invariant function 0 on X is said to be spherical if (f)(eK) == 1
and (j) is an eigenfunction of all G-invariant differential operators on X.
On the level of the group G, all the spherical functions are given by the
Harish-Chandra formula :
(1)

^{g) = ( ^-PWW^k,
JK

g € G, A e c^,

where g = ke^.p7i{g)n is the Iwasawa decomposition of g € G, a is a
Cartan space oiX and p =- - EQGE+ m^a where S"^ denotes the set of the
positive roots of multiplicity ma (cf. [11]). The spherical function (/)\(g)
is holomorphic in A for every g € G fixed; it is invariant with respect to
the Weyl group W acting on a :
0A = <^wA,

W € W.

By the Helgason-Johnson theorem, the spherical functions are bounded
if and only if A belongs to the tube Tp = a* + ^G(p), where G(p) is the
convex hull of the set {wp ; w € W}.
If the group G is complex, then the spherical functions may be
expressed explicitly. We have
(2)

. /

^

(p\(a • X o ) =

<P~)
Ewe^H^008^
, . ———-—-——7,——r-?
^W EweM^M^

00

- ,

a G A,

^

where XQ = eK, 7r(A) = ^aes+( Q/ ^) wn)n ^ne scalar product ( , }
induced by the Killing form and e denotes the determinant of w : a ^ a.
In the case of the symmetric spaces SL(n,C)/SU(n), the formula (2)
has a more concrete form, expressing <p\ as the so-called Schur functions.
However, for our purposes (2) is more convenient.
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Recall that the sum in the denominator of (2) may be written in a
different way by using the following formula :
(3)

^ c^e^10^)^ JJ 2sh(a(loga)).
w(EW

a<ES+

The spherical functions in the complex case may also be written by
another useful formula :
(4)

0A(Exp^) = J-1/2^) / e^^Wdk
JK

where A G p* and H e p with the Cartan decomposition Q = t + p and J
is the jacobian of the diffeomorphism Exp : p -^ G / K . In the sequel we
denote J-^2^) = j(H).
The spherical Fourier transform of ^ <E M\X) is defined by
fi(\)= { ^(x)d^(x)
Jx

at least for A e Tp. It is holomorphic in the interior of the tube, continuous
on the whole closed tube and W-invariant.
3. Holomorphic functions on tubes and positive type
As we have seen in section 2, the spherical Fourier transforms of Kinvariant bounded measures are holomorphic functions on the interior of
the tube Tp = a* + iC{p) C c^. Remark that if A € a*, then /2(A) is a
positive definite function on a* as the ordinary Fourier transform of the
Abel transform of fi or directly by (1).
In this section, we study the relations between the (local) analyticity
on a tube containing the real space, the positive type of a function on the
real space and the complex Fourier transform.
THEOREM 1. — Let V be a real vector space of finite dimension and
W = V © iV the corresponding complex vector space. Let ^ be an open
connected subset of V and a € n.
Let f be a function defined on a set of the form U U (V + ia) where U
is an open subset ofW containing z^, satisfying the following conditions :
(i) f is holomorphic on U.
(ii) / is of positive type on V + ia (i.e. the function t ^ f(t + ia)
is positive definite on V).
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Then :
(i) / extends uniquely to a holomorphic function f on the tube

r=y+z^.
(ii) There exists a positive measure K on V such that
f(z)=
f~(z)
= II e^d^v)
Jvv

(5)

for every z G T (m particular the integral converges).
(in) The functions t ^—> f(t + ib) are positive definite on V for every
b e ^ fixed.

Proof. — First suppose that f2 is a ball in V centered at a and take U
the ball in W of the same radius and center. Then, for \z\ < 1, z G C :
(6)

a + v C ^ =^ ia + zv G U.

By the classical Bochner theorem, there exists a bounded positive measure K,Q on V such that :
(7)

g(t) = f(t + ia) = f e^ d^(v),
Jv

t G V.

Let h C V be such that a + /z C f2. By (6), we have ia + zh e U for
12; | < 1 + e and 6 > 0 sufficiently small. For h fixed, define :
^(z) = g(zh) = f(ia-}-zh),

z e C, z\ < 1 + e.

The function '0 is a holomorphic function which may be developed in a
power series
00

^c"

^z)=Y^CnZn,

^|<1+6,

n=0
TO=0

with the coefficients
1

^

=

dn

/^

——.————f^}(z)\

n i d ^ " 'l^o

In particular :
00

(8)

^M<+oc.
n=0
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In order to compute the coefficients Cn, we note that as g\y is C°° on a
neighbourhood of 0, the measure K,Q has moments of all orders (see [3]).
Then, by Schwarz inequality, for every n e N
/ | (h v)\ndKo(v) < oo,
Jv

so we may differentiate in (7) with t = zh with respect to z under the
integral sign arbitrarily many times. We get :
c

n=^^f(h\v)nd^(v).

It follows from (8) that :
00

.

E ^ l / (h\v)nd^(v) <oc.
n ^ ^ ' ^V

Hence

oo

T.-(^^^^h\v^n^W<^
which implies
/ ch(/i | v)dKo(v) < oo

Jv

and

/ e^> d^o(v) < oo

Jv

for every h G ^ - a. This implies that the integral ^ e^> d^o(^)
converges for z + m e T. Using Morera theorem, we see that this integral
defines a holomorphic function in z which is a unique analytic extension
of f(t + ia) to T - ia. Putting d^(v) = e^l^d^), we get (5) which
implies directly (iii).
In the general case, let us consider the following subset E of ^ :
E = [x e ^2 | there existsji holomorphic function g on
an open tube V + i^t with f2 c V open connected
containing a and x, such that ^ = f on V + ia
and ^ is positive definite on V + %&, b G ^}.
Remark that ^ is not empty because a e E taking for ^ a ball with center
at a contained in ^ and using the first part of the proof. The set E is open
by definition. Let us prove that it is also closed.
TOME 122 — 1994 — ? 4
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Let (xn) be a sequence of elements of E convergent to a; C ^l. There
exists m such that an open ball B{xm, r) is contained in ^2 and contains x.
Using the first part of the proof for Xm in the place of a we take for ^l the
union of the open connected set containing a and Xm having the properties
given in the definition of E and the ball B(xm^ ^)- This shows that x C E
and finally E = fl..
This implies the existence of a unique function / verifying (i) and (iii).
To complete the proof, we show (5) with the measure K defined as in
the first part of the proof. By the first part of the proof, for each ball
B C ^l there exists a positive measure KB on V such that

f(z)= { e^dKaW

Jv

for z G V + iB. If for two such balls Bi n B^ ^ 0 take c <E Bi H B^. Then
the measures d^i = e"^^ d/^(v) and d6^ = e~^v^ d/^2 are finite and

f(t+ic) = { e^^i == / e^'^d^,

7v

Jv

Hence Q\ == ^2 and finally /^ = /^a^ = K"

t G V.

D

REMARK 1. — We have also proved the following interesting fact : if (j)
is a positive definite function on R which is smooth on a neighbourhood
of 0 and if the power series

v^Lb "'
converges for an x ^ 0, then its sum equals (j)(x).

REMARK 2. — THEOREM 1 implies that for any real finite dimensional
vector space V the existence of some exponential moments of a probability
measure on V is equivalent to the local analiticity of its Fourier transform
onW =VC (cf. [12] in the case V = M).
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4. Characterization of the spherical Fourier transform
of a probability measure
In this section we prove the main result of this paper, the Bochner
theorem on a symmetric space X = G/K with G complex (THEOREM 2).
An important part of its proof is based on exploring the relations
between the spherical Fourier transform of a JC-invariant probability
measure ^ on X and the ordinary Fourier transform of the measure /z
considered in the polar coordinates. We are going to present these relations
first.
There is a natural bijective correspondence between the measures in
M^(G/K) and the TV-invariant probability measures on A (the abelian
group in the Cartan decomposition of G) denoted by Mw(A).
I f / ^ € M^(G/'K) is considered as a J^-biinvariant measure on G, then /7
defined by
J1(B)=^(KBK)^
B€BA,
belongs to MW{A). Conversely, to get [i from JS one may use the Riesz
theorem.
As A = expo we may identify Jl with its image on a through the
mapping log = exp~1 and consider its ordinary Fourier transform.
In what follows we use extensively the differential operator T> on a*
defined by

v

"^)'

where TT is the polynomial defined in (2). It is characterized by the property
Pe^ =7^Q/)e< A b ) .

(9)

PROPOSITION 1. — If IJL e M^(X), then
(10)

^[7r(A)/2(A)j = M7r(p)^(a)/i)(A),

where j (a) = r[aGS+ 2 shi^fo0 a)
form on A ^ a.

A e a*,

an

^^ denotes the ordinary Fourier trans-

Proof. — By (2), (9) and the antisymetry of TT with respect to the Weyl
group we have :
- 1 P [ 7 ^ ( A ) / 2 ( A ) ^ = / Y 6(w)7^(w(loga))e ^wA ^ a )———— Ma) ———
<P} L
' {^w
E ^e^00^
w^W

=Y
2

[ e^^TrOogffl)———<w
———.
wp(losa)

^^
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To see that the differentiation under the integral sign is allowed, we regard
PlTT/2] as a distribution on a*, we use the Fubini theorem and we integrate
by parts. This is justified by the boundedness of (j)\(a), e1^'10^ and j(a)
for A G O * and a G A.
Using the H^-invariance of Jl and j(a) we get
——P[^(A)/2(A)] = \W\ [ e^^d^a),
^[P)
JA

which gives (10). Q
REMARK 1. — In (10) the measure /I is multiplied by j(a) which may
be understood as the jacobian of changing to polar coordinates.
REMARK 2. — Let us notice that using (4) we get for ^ e M\G/K)
and A G p*
ftW= fe^WjWdW^
jp

where the Adj<-invariant measure j2 on p is the image of ^ on p by
the mapping Exp~1 (cf. [4]). This shows that in the complex case the
spherical Fourier transform of ^ may be interpreted as the ordinary
Fourier transform of the Ad^-invariant measure v(dH) = j{H)Jl(dH)
on the vector space p. The problem of characterization of the spherical
Fourier transform of A-invariant bounded positive measures on X in the
complex case is also related to the characterization of the ordinary Fourier
transform of Adj^-invariant measures on p.
In the sequel we will use the following uniqueness property of the
differential operator P.
PROPOSITION 2. — Let U be a domain in a^ containing 0. If F is
holomorphic on U and if

(11)

P[TT(A)F(A)] = 0 ,

Ae?7,

then F = 0 on U.
Proof. — F is holomorphic so it may be represented as a series
00

FW=^fkW.
k=0

where fk are homogeneous polynomials of degree k. Then, for each k E N,
we have :
P[TT(A)/,(A)] =0.
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Using the definition of T> and the Fischer inner product on the space of
polynomials
(P|Q)=P(^)0^,

with

Q(\)=QW,

we infer that Trfk = 0, then fk = 0. Hence F = 0 on U. []
REMARK. — By analytic continuation it is enough to assume (11) for

Ac Una*.
Before stating the main theorem let us prove a technical lemma.
LEMMA 1. — Suppose that K is a W-invariant bounded positive measure
on a and that its Fourier transform is defined on Int Tp. Then the function

12

<)

^--sM^r'^

(13)

V[7rk}(\) = 7r(p)\W\ ( e^^d^H)

is well-defined and holomorphic on Int Tp and

Ja

for X CiniTp.

Proof. — To show that the integral (12) converges for A fixed, we take
0 < r < 1 such that (A/r) € IntTp and we note that the function under
the integral in (12) may be written as
(14)

^bW-1 = ^rH)^^^.

where we define the function j on a by j(H) = j(expH). As (f)\/r{rH) is
bounded in H and sh x / x < e3' for x > 0 we see that on the positive Weyl
chamber
^WjW-^^ce^W

for a positive constant c. Using the hypothesis on K we infer that (12)
converges.
Substituting (14) into (12) we get
(15)

k(\)= [^(rH)d^(H)^
Ja

where d/^(7^) = j(rH)~1 dK,(H). By (15) and the holomorphy and
boundedness properties of the spherical functions on IntTp, it follows
that k{\) is continuous and by Morera theorem holomorphic on IntTp.
Finally, to prove (13) it is enough to prove it for A E d*. It suffices to
justify differentiating under the integral sign in (12). We proceed as in the
proof of the PROPOSITION 1 using (15). []
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Now we may formulate and prove the Bochner theorem for a symmetric
space in the complex case.
THEOREM 2. — A W-invariant function ^ on Tp C a^ is the spherical
Fourier transform of a K-invariant probability measure on X = G/K if
and only if the following conditions are satisfied :
(i) ^ is holomorphic on IntTp and continuous on Tp ;
(ii) ^(ip) = 1;
(iii) the function ^>(A) = V[jv(X)^(\)} is positive definite for A C a*.

Proof. — The conditions (i)-(iii) are necessary by general properties of the spherical Fourier transform quoted in section 2 and by
the PROPOSITION 1. To prove the sufficiency, let K be a bounded and
^-invariant positive measure on A such that :
^(A)=.F(7r(p)|H^) =7v(p)\W\ { e^^d^a),

AGO*.

JA
By the THEOREM 1, the integral
I e^^d^a)
JA

converges absolutely for each A e IntTp. By the LEMMA 1, we may define
for such A
(16)

~

r 7v(n\ Y^

^/^p^^ooga)

^(A) = / ^ ^w^^____^^
v /
JA^W
Tr(loga)
'

the function ^ being holomorphic on Int Tp and
P[^(A)^(A)] =d>(A).
Then PROPOSITION 2 implies that ^ = ^ on IntTp.
For 0 < r < 1 put A = -irp. We have then :
^-irp)=[ n '^^^d^).
JA^^ m(loga)

As limr^i ^(-irp) = limr-^i ^(-irp) = 1 exists, the monotone convergence theorem implies that :
/'.(a)-1^^ J A/ n ^y^d^Xoo.
JA
aea+ "(^g")
Defimng d/Z(a) = J(a)- l dK(a), we have then Jl € ^^(A) and by (16)

^(A) = ^(A) = /" ^(a)d/,(a),

A £ Tp,

J A

so ^ = /2 for the corresponding measure ^ e M^(X). []
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COROLLARY 1. — If ^ is a W-invariant function on Tp satisfying the
conditions (i)-(iii) of Theorem 2, then ^ is positive definite on a* and on
a* + i\ for X e C(p) fixed.
COROLLARY 2. —If^f is the spherical Fourier transform of a probability
measure [i G M\X), then e^~1 is the spherical Fourier transform of the
compound Poisson measure
00

^L.

e^V^.
^ k\
k=0

In particular the function ^[^(A)^^] is positive definite on a*.

5. Example of SL(2,C)/SU(2)
In the case of the symmetric space X = SL(2,C)/SU(2), THEOREM 2
becomes more explicit and its proof may be modified. The spherical
functions are of the form
(-\7\
(17)

A

fet

°

\

smxt

\ ^

Acc5
^O e-^AshT
and p corresponds to A = i. The THEOREM 2 may be formulated as follows.

THEOREM 2'. — An even function ^ on the strip {|ImA| < 1}
is the spherical Fourier transform of a K-invariant probability measure
on SL(2, C)/ SU(2) if and only if :
(i) ^ is holomorphic on {| Im A| < 1} and continuous on {| Im A| < 1} ;
(ii) ^ ( z ) = l ;
(iii) the function <I>(^) = -r[t^(t)}, t <E R is positive definite on M.

An important modification of the proof of the sufficiency of the above
conditions consists in omitting the PROPOSITION 2 and using the fact that
if <I> = 2^'(^), then <1> is the complex Fourier transform of 2^ for | Im A| < 1
and
1
r
r ° ° 9ob -r
/ ^(zA)dA= /
———d^x).

JQ

J—oo

x

On the other hand,
[ ^>(zA)dA<oo
J-i

by the properties of the primitive A^ of <3>, so the measure
djl(x) = ——— d.K,(x)
is finite. []
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In the case of SL(2,C)/SU(2), the remark 2 after the PROPOSITION 1
says that the spherical Fourier transforms of 7^-invariant measures on X
are the ordinary Fourier transforms of radial measures on IR3, having a
holomorphic continuation to {| 1m z\ < 1}, continuous up to the boundary
of the strip. This may be seen directly using the well-known formula for
the ordinary Fourier transform of a radial measure v on W1; in the case
ofR 3 we have (see e.g. [3])

^f:^

.y{x),

where v denotes the measure v in the polar coordinates and A2 = ||C|| 2 We see directly using (17) that :
^)(C)=^sph(^)(A).
Remark that in this case one verifies easily that the condition
^[A^(A)] »0,

AeR,

with ^(A) defined by ^(A) = ^(C) characterizes the Fourier transforms of
positive bounded radial measures on R3, without the assumption of the
analytic continuation of ^ on a strip.
Let us give now some examples of using the Bochner theorem in the
complex case and its corollaries for the space SL(2,C)/SU(2).
EXAMPLES.
(i) The positive type on M of the function

^=1^'

^^^

implies that the function
^(A) = &Tct^

is positive definite on M and on the horizontal lines Im A = a, a\ < 1. The
function ^ is the spherical Fourier transform of a positive I^-invariant
measure on X.
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(ii) Similarly, putting <I>(A) = e^ we get that

u

^(^D^
^o(2n+l)!

is the spherical Fourier transform of a positive JC-invariant measure on X.
(iii) On the other hand ^(A) = cos A is not the spherical Fourier
transform of a J^-invariant positive measure on X because
— (A cos A) = cos A — A sin A
dA
is not positive definite. This example shows that a positive definite
function on M which has a holomorphic continuation even to the complex
plane may not be the spherical Fourier transform of a JC-invariant measure
onX.
(iv) By COROLLARY 2, taking ^(A) = e"^ we get that the function
e^l^A^2]
is positive definite on M.
6. Spherical Fourier transform of a semigroup of measures
Let us consider a continuous semigroup (/^)t>o of ^-invariant probability measures on X. One may consider equivalently an infinitely divisible
measure [i G M^{G/K) (cf. [5]). The spherical Fourier transform of the
measure /^ is given by
(18)

^(A)=e-^\

^>0,

where rj is a holomorphic function on IntTp, continuous on Tp. In this
section we study properties of the functions 77 in (18), which we will call
negative definite in the symmetric sense.
Recall that, by definition, a function 0 on W1 is called negative definite
if it is continuous and for all z\,..., Zn € C, x\,..., Xn C R77'
J^{0(xi) + 0(xj) - 0(xi - x,))z,z, > 0.

We recall two properties of negative definite functions on W1' - the
connection with positive definite functions and the Schoenberg theorem.
For these and other properties of negative definite functions see e.g. [2].
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PROPOSITION 3. — A continuous function 0 is negative definite on W1
if and only if there exists a sequence (^n)n>i of positive definite functions
and a sequence of constants (cn)n>i with Cn > ^nW such that

0 = lim {en -^n)n—>oo

THEOREM OF SCHOENBERG. — A family (^t)i>o is a continuous semigroup of bounded positive measures on W1 if and only if its Fourier
transform is of the form

i>t(x) == e-^
with 0 negative definite.

We are going now to give a characterization of functions of negative
type in the symmetric sense, that is to formulate and prove the Schoenberg
theorem in the symmetric complex irreducible case. The essential role is
played, as in the THEOREM 2, by the operator P = 7r(9/9\).
THEOREM 3. — Let X be irreducible. A W-invariant function rj on
Tp C a^ is the logarithm of the spherical Fourier transform of an infinitely
divisible measure ^i € M\G/K) if and only if the following conditions are
satisfied :
(i) 77 is holomorphic on Int Tp and continuous on Tp ;
(ii) r]{ip) = 0 ;
(iii) the function 0(\) = P[7r(A)77(A)] is negative definite for A G a*.

Proof. — The necessity of (i) and (ii) follows from the analogous
properties of JS(A) on Tp. To prove that the condition (iii) is necessary,
we use the PROPOSITION 1 applied to the continuous semigroup (/^)t^o
with ^ = /^i. The functions
^(A)=P[7r(A)^(A)]
are positive definite on a* and
(19)

0(A) = P[7r(A)77(A)] = lim ^(A) - ^(A)).
t—>u-r~ L

By homogeneity of 7r(A), we have ^o(A) = ^MW = const. On the other
hand, by (10)
<I>,(0) = \W\7r(p) I j(a)d^(a),
t > 0.
JA
As Jlo = 6e and j(e) = maxa^Aj(^); we see that ^o(O) > ^(O) for t > 0.
Thus by (19) and the PROPOSITION 3, the function 0 is negative definite
on a*.
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To prove the sufficiency of (i)-(iii), we write the function 0(\) using the
classical Levy-Khinchine formula on a ^ M77'. By the Ty-invariance of 0
and the irreducibility of X
OW = b\\X\\2 + /

[l - e^W -

J{\\H\\^} L

^

Z A W

1+11^11

+ {

]J dL{H)

[l-e^W]dL(^

J{\\H\\>6}

for A € a*, a nonnegative constant 6, a TV-invariant Levy measure L on a
and any 6 > 0. We denote
LS = L\^H\\>S}AS fn\fj\\<6} ll^ll 2 0 ^^)

< 00

5

we see t1[lalt t

^e ^rst

two terms on tne

right-hand side of (20) define a holomorphic function on a^. Using the
boundedness of Lg and the THEOREM 1, we deduce that the Fourier
transform of L<$ is defined and holomorphic on IntTp. By the LEMMA 1,
the function

ran
(21)

R (\\=
f3sw

(( 1
1 ^w eW^w^
JSW} ~ WW)———^H)———^^

is well-defined and holomorphic on Int Tp and
(22)

V[7r(3s}(\) = /[l - e^] d^(ff),

A € a*.

Ja

Next we show that /3<?(A) converges if ^ —> 0 for A fixed. The function
under the integral in (21) equals

W\ - wW^^The Taylor expansion of order 2 of the TV-invariant function (f)\{H)j(H)~1
at H = 0 may be written as (see [8])
^(ff)J•(ff)- l =J•(0)- l +p(A)||ff|| 2 +||^|| 2 7^(A,ff),
where p(A) is a polynomial of order 2 and -R(A, 7^) is continuous in A and
H with lim^^o ^(A, H) = 0 for all A. By (10) applied to the measure 6eK
(23)
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so that

24

1

1

Y^

^/^p^^^)

,m—— "'mml + ""n2^'-

< ' w\ - \w\,m
It follows that the integral
1

(^° )

{

(

i

E^^He"^

\W\7r(z\)

n(H)

T^~\ - ITJ/I f\\—————7m———— dL(H) < oo

I

J{\\H\\<I} ^M

for A € d^, the limit lim^o A$ W = /3(A) exists for each A e IntTp and

f26)
(26)

(\ 1
1
E^^M^^i^^
- A [w ~ WW ——^W——i ( ) -

g(\)/?(A)

By (24) and (25) the functions /3<$(A) are uniformly bounded on any
compact subset of IntTp. Hence /3(\) is holomorphic on IntTp and
lim^o^M = P[7r/3]. Let b' be such that b'V[jr\\\\\2} = b\\\\\2. Define :
^\)=bf\\\\\2^(3W.
By (20) and (25) we have finally
V[7T^X)] = ^ ( A ) ,

AGO*,

so by the PROPOSITION 2 and the holomorphy of rj on Int Tp :
(27)

7 ^ = 7 7 on

IntT^.

In particular, using (25) and (27) and arguing as in the proof of the
THEOREM 2, we see that
I j(H)-l^L6{H)<^

(28)

Ja

for any 6 > 0. This allows to write (26) in the following form :
/3W =

^)\W\/^ ~ ^WW-^LW + C

with

(29)

^/.[^-WWW^}^-

To see that (29) converges we use (28), the Taylor expansion of j(H)~1
and (23). Finally
(30)

^ ( A ) = C + 6 / | | A | | 2 + f[l-ct>xW]dL(H)^

A e a*,

Ja

where dZ = (j(H)7r(p)\W\)~1 dL. Comparing (30) with the Gangolli
formula for the spherical Fourier transform of an infinitely divisible Kinvariant measure on X (see [4]), we conclude that e~11 is the spherical
Fourier transform of such a measure, with the Levy measure L. []
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We complete the study of functions of negative type in the symmetric
sense by giving two more properties which are true for all symmetric spaces
of non-compact type. The first of them is analogous to the PROPOSITION 3.
PROPOSITION 4. — A continuous function T] on Tp is of negative type
in the symmetric sense if and only if there exists a sequence (^n)n>i
of spherical Fourier transforms of K-invariant bounded positive measures
on X and a sequence (cn)n^i with Cn > ^n(O) such that

T) = lim (en - ^n)
on a

Proof. — If T] satisfies (18), then there exists a sequence (Ln)n>i of
J^-invariant bounded positive measures on X such that
,(A) = /{ [1
dL^(x) —— rj(\)
r]nW
[ 1- 0^{x)]
A ^ J ^Ln(x)
Jx
Jx
on a* (cf.[5]) and rjn = Ln(X) - Ln.
Conversely, write ^ = Cn - ^. Then e^--^ is the spherical Fourier
transform of a ^-invariant bounded positive measure for any t > 0 and
n G N and so is e"^. By the Levy continuity theorem on symmetric
spaces (cf. [5]) it follows that T] is of negative type in the symmetric
sense. \\
PROPOSITION 5. — Suppose that T] be of negative type in the symmetric
sense with rj > 0 on a*. Then, for any 0 < a < 1 the function 77° on a* has
an analytic continuation on IntTp, continuous on Tp and it is of negative
type in the symmetric sense.

Proof. — We have
e-^W = limexpf-iri
- e-^r)
1
J
t^O

' V ^

-

)

for A G O * . The proposition follows by using the generalized binomial
formula and the Levy continuity theorem on symmetric spaces (cf. [5]). \\
REMARK. — If the J^-invariant measure with the spherical Fourier
transform equal to e~11 is Gaussian, the measures //Q;) such that
^) = e-^

may be thought of as an analogue of stable measures on X. GETOOR [6]
gives directly the relation between the densities of //a) and the Gaussian
density in the case of the hyperbolic plane. This may be done on any
symmetric space.
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COROLLARY 3. — Ifr] is given by (18) and rj(\) > 0 for X <E a* then the
function
P[7r(A)e-^^]
is positive definite on a* for 0 < a < 1.

EXAMPLE. — COROLLARY 3 applied to the Gaussian semigroup on
SL(2, C)/ SU(2) with rj(\) = A 2 + 1 implies that the function
^(A) = e-^2^ [1 - 2ta\2(\2 + I)— 1 ]
is of positive type on R for any 0 < a < 1 and t > 0. This example
shows that the function <1> in the THEOREM 2 may be discontinuous on
the boundary of Tp.
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